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You cannot escape the results of your thoughts. What you
are thinking plays out in your life. If your thoughts are full of
anger, you will experience anger in your life. Adversely if you
understand absolute love and live it, you will find peace and
joy. The suffering we experience, is mainly due to our holding
on to past pains, resentments, and anger. As long as we
remain in the past in our thinking, we will suffer. As long as
the cultures across the globe remain locked into systems,
which no longer work for their citizens the people of this world
will continue to suffer. You have the miracle of mind in your
grasp. Change your perception, and how you identify with life
and you will be the revolution that is needed. This book
explores the areas of life, which keep you in bondage, and
slavery. It shows you how with thinking alone you can free
yourself, and family. The bumps in the road, the heartache,
and suffering can be eliminated out of your life. It is the
Miracles of Mind, which allow this to happen. Join with me in
this most timely journey. This is a journey to create miracles
for all and eliminate suffering.
Shows how to turn conflict and disappointment in a
relationship into opportunities for learning, mutual growth, and
intimacy
Ordinary People Change the World: 22-Book SetDial BooksI
Am Jackie RobinsonDial Books for Young Readers
Follows Abraham Lincoln from his childhood to the
presidency, showing how he spoke up about fairness and
eventually led the country to abolish slavery.
I Am Neil Armstrong
I Am . . .
Ordinary People Change the World Sticker Activity Book
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I Am Strong
Alice in Wonderland

Advocate for peace and nonviolent
revolutionary Gandhi is the 12th hero in
the New York Times bestselling picture
book biography series for ages 5 to 8. As
a young man in India, Gandhi saw firsthand
how people were treated unfairly. Refusing
to accept injustice, he came up with a
brilliant way to fight back through quiet,
peaceful protest. He took his methods with
him from South Africa back to India, where
he led a nonviolent revolution that freed
his country from British rule. Through his
calm, steady heroism, Gandhi changed
everything for India and inspired civil
rights movements all over the world,
proving that the smallest of us can be the
most powerful. This friendly, fun
biography series inspired the PBS Kids TV
show Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum.
One great role model at a time, these
books encourage kids to dream big.
Included in each book are: • A timeline of
key events in the hero’s history • Photos
that bring the story more fully to life •
Comic-book-style illustrations that are
irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments
that influenced the hero • Facts that make
great conversation-starters • A character
trait that made the person heroic and that
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readers can aspire to You’ll want to
collect each book in this dynamic,
informative series!
This book introduces readers to Sonia
Sotomayor, the first Latina Supreme Court
Justice.
Fans of the "New York Times"-bestselling
series can find out what makes a hero with
the puzzles, mazes, quizzes, and brainbusting challenges in this interactive
activity book that comes with more than 25
stickers. Full color. Consumable.
Presents the life of the world-renowned
German scientist, describing how his lifelong curiosity and ability to question
accepted theories led him to develop his
famous theory of relatvitiy and win the
Noble Prize for Physics.
I Am Frida Kahlo
I am Malala Yousafzai
I Am Billie Jean King
I Am Caring
Change the World

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE
WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK
A PENGUIN BOOK CLUB PICK "Beautifully written and
incredibly funny. . . I fell in love with Eleanor; I think you
will fall in love, too!" --Reese Witherspoon Smart, warm,
uplifting, the story of an out-of-the-ordinary heroine whose
deadpan weirdness and unconscious wit make for an
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irresistible journey as she realizes the only way to survive is
to open her heart. No one's ever told Eleanor that life should
be better than fine. Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles
with appropriate social skills and tends to say exactly what
she's thinking. Nothing is missing in her carefully timetabled
life of avoiding social interactions, where weekends are
punctuated by frozen pizza, vodka, and phone chats with
Mummy. But everything changes when Eleanor meets
Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from
her office. When she and Raymond together save Sammy,
an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the
three become the kinds of friends who rescue one another
from the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it
is Raymond's big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find
the way to repair her own profoundly damaged one.
A picture book/graphic novel presentation of the life "of
Benjamin Franklin, one of the Founding Fathers of the U.S.
who helped draft the Declaration of Independence while
making important scientific contributions"--Publisher's
description.
This collection about obsession and love is the 99th volume
of the Yale Series of Younger Poets Richard Siken's Crush,
selected as the 2004 winner of the Yale Younger Poets prize,
is a powerful collection of poems driven by obsession and
love. Siken writes with ferocity, and his reader hurtles
unstoppably with him. His poetry is confessional, gay,
savage, and charged with violent eroticism. In the world of
American poetry, Siken's voice is striking.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this
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New York Times bestselling picture book biography series
from historian and author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about
Jane Goodall, the chimpanzee scientist. Each picture book in
this series is a biography of a significant historical figure,
told in a simple, conversational, vivacious way, and always
focusing on a character trait that makes the person a role
model for kids. The heroes are depicted as children
throughout, telling their life stories in first-person present
tense, which keeps the books playful and accessible to young
children. And each book ends with a line of encouragement,
a direct quote, photos, a timeline, and a source list. This
tenth book in the series features Jane Goodall, the scientist
and conservationist who is famous for her work with
chimpanzees.
A Little Book about Jane Goodall
Heroes for My Daughter
Designed by God
I Am Jackie Robinson
I Am Abraham Lincoln

An adventure-filled retelling based on an episode from the PBS
KIDS television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
starring Harriet Tubman. Based on the children's book series
Ordinary People Change the World by New York Times bestselling
author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the
series introduces kids to inspiring historical figures and the
character virtues that helped them succeed. Brad, Xavier, and
Yadina need help deciding who the best superhero ever was.
Luckily, Berby and the Secret Museum know just where to send
them: back in time to meet Harriet Tubman, one of the leaders of
the Underground Railroad. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the
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traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves.
The world-renowned architect I. M. Pei is the twenty-fourth hero in
the New York Times bestselling picture book biography series.
(Cover may vary) This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the
traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of an
icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest
nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood
influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos. This
book features I. M. Pei, the award-winning Chinese American
architect whose projects include the John F. Kennedy Library and
the pyramid at the Louvre. Included is a pop-up of the Louvre to
help young readers see the space and Pei's design in 3D! This
friendly, fun biography series inspired the PBS Kids TV show
Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great role model at a
time, these books encourage kids to dream big. Included in each
book are: • A timeline of key events in the hero’s history • Photos
that bring the story more fully to life • Comic-book-style
illustrations that are irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments that
influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversation-starters • A
virtue this person embodies: I. M. Pei's ingenuity led him and his
designs to brave new heights. You’ll want to collect each book in
this dynamic, informative series!
Presents an illustrated biography of the tennis star, from her
childhood and early competitive career to her role as activist for
equality in sports.
Sacagawea, the only Indigenous person included in Lewis and
Clark’s historic expedition, is the 13th hero in the New York Times
bestselling picture book biography series for ages 5 to 8. Sacagawea
was the only girl, and the only Native American, to join Lewis and
Clark’s Corps of Discovery, which explored the United States from
the Mississippi River all the way to the Pacific Ocean in the early
1800s. As a translator, she helped the team communicate with
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members of the Shoshone nation across the continent, carrying her
child on her back the whole way. By the time the expedition arrived
at the west coast, Sacagawea had proved that she truly was a
trailblazer. This friendly, fun biography series inspired the PBS
Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great
role model at a time, these books encourage kids to dream big.
Included in each book are: • A timeline of key events in the hero’s
history • Photos that bring the story more fully to life • Comic-bookstyle illustrations that are irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments
that influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversationstarters • A character trait that made the person heroic and that
readers can aspire to You’ll want to collect each book in this
dynamic, informative series!
Crush
I am Marie Curie
A Journal for Extraordinary Kids
I Am Unstoppable

"Tells the story of Anne Frank, the young
Jewish girl who documented her life while
hiding from the Nazis during World War
II."--Provided by publisher.
The famous Renaissance artist and inventor
Leonardo da Vinci is the twentieth hero in
the New York Times bestselling picture book
biography series. This friendly, fun
biography series focuses on the traits that
made our heroes great--the traits that kids
can aspire to in order to live heroically
themselves. Each book tells the story of an
icon in a lively, conversational way that
works well for the youngest nonfiction
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readers and that always includes the hero's
childhood influences. At the back are an
excellent timeline and photos. This book
features Leonardo da Vinci, the Renaissance
artist and inventor. He always followed his
interests, no matter where they led! His
quest to fly led him to study birds' wings
and his invention designs were the very
earliest sketches of helicopters and other
flying machines. Da Vinci's hard work and
dedication to his curiosities is why we still
remember him today.
"This picture book biography follows Frida
Kahlo's start as an artist and how she
integrated her unique way of looking at the
world into her art"-#1 New York Times bestselling author Brad
Meltzer brings together a remarkable group
of heroes with one thing in common: they
were ordinary people who became
extraordinary. A perfect companion to girl
power collections like Goodnight Stories for
Rebel Girls, Rachel Ignotofsky’s Women in
Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed
the World, and Vashti Harrison’s Little
Leaders, Heroes for My Daughter is a
necessary addition for children, parents,
teachers, and anyone looking for
inspiration. The sixty featured figures
represent the spectacular potential we all
have within us to change the world. The
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dynamic pages full of photos, quotes, and
brief biographies are perfect for reading
aloud and allow every reader to explore at
their own pace. Not limited to female role
models, the wonderfully diverse heroes
included in the book are men, women,
historical, contemporary, athletes, actors,
inventors, politicians, and so much more.
Heroes for My Daughter is a book to be read
again and again, as the simple question of
what makes a hero remains a vital part of
today’s conversation.
I Am Lucille Ball
The New Intimacy
A New Day
I Am Curious
I Am Oprah Winfrey
"The story of Helen Keller, who learned to read and write
despite being deaf and blind, and became an activist who
fought for the rights of disabled people"-Uses Jane Goodall's life to teach young readers to care
for all living creatures.
The littlest readers can learn about Albert Einstein in this
board book version of the New York Times bestselling
Ordinary People Change the World biography. This
friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that
made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to
in order to live heroically themselves. In this new board
book format, the very youngest readers can learn about
an icon in the series's signature lively, conversational
way. The short text focuses on drawing inspiration from
these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive element
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and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to connect
with. This volume tells the story of Albert Einstein, one of
the world's greatest scientists.
"The series that inspired Xavier Riddle and the secret
museum"--Cover.
A Little Book about Albert Einstein
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine
I Am Jane Goodall
I Am George Washington
I Am Benjamin Franklin

"A biography of Walt Disney with a focus on
his work making dreams come true for
himself and for generations of children"-A brief biography of pilot Amelia Earhart.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring
message of this New York Times Bestselling
picture book biography series from historian
and author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about
George Washington, America's first
president. George Washington was one of the
greatest leaders the world has ever known.
He was never afraid to be the first to try
something, from exploring the woods around
his childhood home to founding a brand new
nation, the United States of America. With his
faith in the American people and tremendous
bravery, he helped win the Revolutionary War
and became the country's first president.
Each picture book in this series is a
biography of a significant historical figure,
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told in a simple, conversational, vivacious
way, and always focusing on a character trait
that makes the person a role model for kids.
The heroes are depicted as children
throughout, telling their life stories in firstperson present tense, which keeps the books
playful and accessible to young children. And
each book ends with a line of encouragement,
a direct quote, photos, a timeline, and a
source list.
A Handbook for the Christian WarriorGod
uses the weak things of this world to
confound the wise. This book is a story about
just such a man: a man weak in his faith not
demonstrating fruits worthy of being
associated with a follower of Christ and His
encounter with the Almighty that has forever
changed His life. Join Andrew and others as
he embarks on a supernatural journey full of
joy and victory as he goes through bootcamp
in an effort to become part of the Almighty's
end time army and to learn what it takes to
truly become a son of God.For your reading
pleasure you will find a myriad of
supernatural testimonies from around the
globe all dedicated to the glory of God that
contain a deeply profound wisdom which can
be applied in one's daily walk with the Lord
Yeshua.
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Discovering the Magic at the Heart of Your
Differences
I am Sacagawea
I Am Anne Frank
Ordinary People Change the World: 22-Book
Set
I Am Harriet Tubman
The youngest ever Nobel Prize laureate,
Pakistani women’s rights activist Malala
Yousafzai, is the 26th hero in the New York
Times bestselling picture book biography
series for ages 5 to 8. Malala Yousafzai won
the Nobel Peace Prize at the age of 17 for
speaking out against injustice even when it
was terrifying to do so. She was an ordinary
Muslim girl who wanted to attend school, and
she refused to stop protesting for her rights
even after being attacked by a powerful group
in Pakistan who wanted women to remain in the
shadows. She continues to fight for women’s
rights and free education for children all
over the world. This friendly, fun biography
series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier
Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great role
model at a time, these books encourage kids
to dream big. Included in each book are: • A
timeline of key events in the hero’s history
• Photos that bring the story more fully to
life • Comic-book-style illustrations that
are irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments
that influenced the hero • Facts that make
great conversation-starters • A character
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trait that made the person heroic and that
readers can aspire to You’ll want to collect
each book in this dynamic, informative
series!
A Black History Month-timed entry in the bestselling series follows the heroic story of
baseball star Jackie Robinson, describing, in
text and comic thought bubbles, his
childhood, early ambitions and barrierbreaking achievements. By the best-selling
author of Heroes for My Son.
Chocolate is a book that celebrates
diversity, and beauty as they were both
ordained by God.It is interesting, uplifting,
encouraging, and edifying. And, it brings
glory to God.
Civil Rights leader Rosa Parks is the 3rd
hero in in the New York Times bestselling
picture book biography series for ages 5 to
8. Rosa Parks dared to stand up for herself
and other African Americans by staying seated
and organizing the Montgomery Bus Boycott. As
a result, she helped end public bus
segregation and launch the country’s Civil
Rights Movement. This friendly, fun biography
series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier
Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great role
model at a time, these books encourage kids
to dream big. Included in each book are: • A
timeline of key events in the hero’s history
• Photos that bring the story more fully to
life • Comic-book-style illustrations that
are irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments
that influenced the hero • Facts that make
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great conversation-starters • A character
trait that made the person heroic and that
readers can aspire to You’ll want to collect
each book in this dynamic, informative
series!
I Am Sonia Sotomayor
A Little Book about Rosa Parks
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci
I am Gandhi
I Am Albert Einstein

The first woman to win a Nobel Prize,
physicist and chemist Marie Curie is
the 19th hero in the New York Times
bestselling picture book biography
series about heroes. This friendly, fun
biography series focuses on the traits
that made our heroes great--the traits
that kids can aspire to in order to
live heroically themselves. Each book
tells the story of one of America's
icons in a lively, conversational way
that works well for the youngest
nonfiction readers and that always
includes the hero's childhood
influences. At the back are an
excellent timeline and photos. Being a
woman scientist in the 19th century
meant Marie Curie faced plenty of
obstacles, but she never let them dull
her love of science and passion for
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learning.
In this empowering book, Robert E.
Quinn, author of the highly successful
and influential Deep Change, gives
readers the courage to use personal
transformation to positively impact
their home life, work life, and
communities -- to be what he refers to
as "inner-directed and outer-focused."
We are all potential change agents, but
most of us are trapped by belief that
we as individuals cannot make a
difference. Informed by the teachings
of Jesus, Gandhi, and Martin Luther
King, Jr. -- three of the most
successful change agents ever -- Quinn
outlines eight steps each of us can
take to move ourselves and others to
the highest levels of excellence.
Following his advice, each of us can
access and apply the power that lies
within us in ways that will change our
world for the better.
This big-hearted story of
kindness—reminiscent of The Day the
Crayons Quit—is written by the
bestselling author of Ordinary People
Change the World and illustrated by the
Caldecott Medal-winning creator of
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Beekle. Sunday quit, just like that.
She said she was tired of being a day.
And so the other days of the week had
no choice but to advertise: "WANTED: A
NEW DAY. Must be relaxing, tranquil,
and replenishing. Serious inquires
only." Soon lots of hopefuls arrived
with their suggestions, such as Funday,
Bunday, Acrobaturday, SuperheroDay, and
even MonstersWhoResembleJellyfishDay!
Things quickly got out of hand . . .
until one more candidate showed up: a
little girl with a thank-you gift for
Sunday. The girl suggested simply a
nice day--a day to be kind. And her
gratitude made a calendar's worth of
difference to Sunday, who decided she
didn't need to quit after all. When we
appreciate each other a little bit
more, all the days of the week can be
brand-new days where everything is
possible.
"A biography of Neil Armstrong, the
first man to walk on the moon"-Warriors of Love
I Am Helen Keller
I am I. M. Pei
I am Rosa Parks
A Little Book about Amelia Earhart
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Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is
the peculiar and imaginative tale of a
girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a
bizarre world of eccentric and unusual
creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary
nonsense" has endured in popularity with
its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence
generations of fiction writing.
"We can all be heroes" is the message of
this picture-book biography series from #1
New York Times Bestselling author Brad
Meltzer. ?Kids always search for heroes,
so we might as well have a say in it,”
Brad Meltzer realized, and so he
envisioned this friendly, fun approach to
biography?for his own kids, and for yours.
Each book tells the story of one of
America's icons in a vivacious,
conversational way that works well for the
youngest nonfiction readers, those who
aren't quite ready for the Who Was
biography series. Each book focuses on a
particular character trait that made that
role model heroic. For example, Lucille
Ball could make any situation funny. By
making people around the world laugh, she
proved that humor can take on anything.
This engaging series is the perfect way to
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bring American history to life for young
children, providing them with the right
role models, supplementing Common Core
learning in the classroom, and best of
all, inspiring them to strive and dream.
The littlest readers can learn about Rosa
Parks in this board book version of the
New York Times bestselling Ordinary People
Change the World biography. This friendly,
fun biography series focuses on the traits
that made our heroes great--the traits
that kids can aspire to in order to live
heroically themselves. In this new board
book format, the very youngest readers can
learn about one of America's icons in the
series's signature lively, conversational
way. The short text focuses on drawing
inspiration from these iconic heroes, and
includes an interactive element and
factual tidbits that young kids will be
able to connect with. This volume tells
the story of Rosa Parks, the woman who
ignited a civil rights movement.
How Ordinary People Can Accomplish
Extraordinary Things
It's Not It
I Am Walt Disney
Chocolate
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